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All the facts about Robert Pattinson-where he grew up, what he was like at school, things he loves

(and hates!), his first girlfriend, his most secret dreams. Itâ€²s all here, along with quotes from Robert

himself about filming Twilight!  Ages 9-12 years
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I got this book for my daughter to learn more about Rob Pattinson...there was a lot of information,

but not much more than what is already out there in magazines and such, though there was a few.

One note about the book is it spends a lot of time talking about Twilight...which I'm a fan of, but they

went into a lot of detail on how the author came up with the story, how it got made into a film...we

would've rathered more info on Robert (or info on behind the scenes things he did) than a play by

play of the plot and development of the movies he did. Other than that, it was a nice read, and had

some cute color photos in the middle!

This is a really good book that takes a tiny peek into Robs personal life which is great if your a huge

fan like i am... I was a tad bit dissappointed in the pics tho cause i was hoping for a some pics of

Rob from childhood and the book does dwell alot on the making of twilight and Robs involvement in

the movie... doesnt mention his other projects in as much detail as id hoped but it is still a great

book and worth the price which was quite affordable!!



I really enjoyed this 'potted' biography. It's informative and easy to read. I certainly feel I know more

about this very talented, likable young man now than I did.The book isn't a definative work, but it's

certainly worth owning if your interested in Robert Pattinson or a fan of his work (as I am).Buy it!

Read it! Add it to your library or pass it around to your friends.

I love Robert Pattinson, however this book did not due him justice at all. It was juvenile and trite.

Robert and Edward deserved a better turn. I hope someone else puts together a better Biography of

this up and coming young man, I would like to see great things for him as a genuine actor, NOT a

teen idol. I believe that label would spell career disaster for him. Best of luck to you Rob, you appeal

to more than just teenagers! I'm sure we will see in much more, I just hope the films you choose

serve you well.

Don't waste you time or money. It was probably written by the guys that used to write that teen mag

"Tiger-something or other". Which would be okay if you were 10! But my 13 year old wouldn't

believe this! Just a rehash of tabloids from the grocery store that come out weekly and just as full of

Bull-poop, too.

I bought this for my niece years ago during the Twilight hype. She went crazy over it and was very

happy.

It's a great "take it everywhere" book. I wish there were more pictures. Nice biography of the star.

Everyone who's a fan, should get this, but if you're just looking at pics, maybe you should wait a

while, until someone makes one, but if you really want to know about him, this is cute little book to

buy.

This is a good book if you are interested in following Robert Pattinson's life thus far. I wouldn't

recommend this book to anyone over 18 though. Its written so basic, its very obvious they wrote the

book for a child. But if you are looking for some quick facts on RPattz, I suggest buying it.
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